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It is I, Kuthumi.  
 
Now Beloveds, take a deep breath… deep, deep breath, and relax into our Crucible.  
Feel the Love of all the great Beings that have joined with you. 
Know yourself as a magnificent Christed Being in a human form.  
Another deep breath…..  
 
Feel that expansiveness of your Being take hold… the confidence and the brilliance that is 
exhibiting itself at this very moment within the center of your Being, all parts of you. But 
especially notice the Radiance in your Sacred Heart center….. beautiful White Light, 
luminous White Light, and all the Colors that emanate from that luminous White Light.  
 
Another big deep breath, recognizing yourself in that Christed Energy……. 
 
Invoke your Light Body to come forth and encompass your physical body, so you are 
simultaneously in your physical body but are also in your 12th Dimensional Light Body….. 
 
Now, summon the Element of Love, that creative Element that changes and shifts not 
only your reality, but your physicality……..  
 
In your Light body… see that Element of Love in the configuration of a Wand of Light that 
you hold in your right hand…….  
 
Now open that DNA Helix that contains the 1st and 2nd Strands of DNA……. 
 
Create a physical form in which you deposit those two Strands of DNA, that first Helix .  
It could be a box.  It could be of any physical expression that you desire…… 
 
Now, whatever the container is, create a lid and put it within the opening.  
And the rest of the sides are solid, as is the lid.  
 
Now take your Wand and create a seal that is impenetrable around the lid, with that 
Element of Love……. 
 
Further, create a Field of impenetrable force that totally seals that container for Eternity. 
 
This can only be done with the Element of Love.  
It is that powerful in altering physicality as well as non-physical expressions.  
 
And seal it for Eternity………….  [Pause] 
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Now, call forth that 9th Dimensional Fire Dragon that contains that beautiful, sacred 
Lavender Fire.  
 
Summon that Fire Dragon to transmute into Love this sealed container, never to be 
opened again, but only the transmutation through the Element of Love to be sent 
through all lineages of every person within this community, so that any Being in that 
lineage who takes on a human form will have at their disposal that beautiful Violet Flame 
of Transmutation.  
 
It will alter the effect of every human who takes on a form from this moment forward. 
It will also affect those Souls who have used that lineage once, twice, many times – it 
doesn’t matter. 
And this will alter that Soul’s evolvement from this moment forward………… 
 
Another deep breath……. 
 
Do you see the power and magnificence of this Crucible? 
Do you see the power and magnificence of you as a creative Being of Christed Light? 
Recognize this!   It is an integral step in your Ascension.......  
 
Sit for a moment longer with we Masters, the Archangelics, the Earth goddesses, the Fire 
Dragons, the Elementals, the Arcturians, the Sirians, the Sirian Archangelic League, the 
Pleiadians.   
All members of this Crucible have gathered to witness what you have just created.  
 
Sit in this magnificent Field of Light…………. 
 
Sit with us for as long as you like…… 
You can choose to leave at any time as we close this auspicious Gathering………………..  
 
Blessings, Beloveds! 
********************************************************************** 
 
A Note from Joan after the Teaching Call: 
 
PLEASE DO NOT USE THE WAND OF THE ELEMENT OF LOVE BY YOURSELF. 

THIS WAS ENERGETICALLY FULLY SUPPORTED BY THE ARCHANGELS AND 

MASTERS SO THAT IT’S ENERGY WAS STABLE, PRECISE AND COMPLETE.  AS 

HUMANS WE ARE NOT READY TO USE THIS TOOL WITHOUT THEIR ASSISTANCE 

AND DIRECTION. UNTIL NOTIFIED.  THIS WAS A ONE TIME SEALING EVENT. 

 


